
Productivity & ways 
of working expert

Donna is passionate about enhancing the 
large amount of time we spend in our 
workplace (too much, for many) to ensure it’s 
effective and productive, as well as enjoyable.

She believes that workplaces are complex, but not hard. 
More often than not it’s getting the simple things right, 
consistently, that has the greatest impact. When we decide 
to be intentional, we can surprise ourselves with what we 
can achieve.

The author of 10 books and publications, Donna wants your 
audience engaged, educated and inspired to make changes 
to the way they live their professional and personal lives.

She does this by delivering upbeat, entertaining sessions 
that share her proven and researched productivity 
strategies that will help you achieve more by doing less.

“Donna’s presentation for my Women 
of Impact Online Retreat was very 

well received. Delegates particularly 
enjoyed her stories, found her 

incredibly relatable, and she used 
her models in a way that really drew 
people in and kept them engaged for 
the entire hour. From an organiser’s 

perspective, Donna was a standout – 
highly professional, easy to liaise with 
and had high quality visuals for her 

virtual presentation.”

Amanda Blesing, Organiser of Women of 
Impact Online Retreat

“We have used Donna as both a live 
and virtual speaker. In any context she 
wows the audience and leaves them 
feeling motivated to make changes in 

their work and personal lives.”

Kristy Golding, Head of HR Business 
Partnering at L’Oreal

Keynote 
speaking 

& breakout 
sessions

Lively, 
engaging, 

interactive & 
insightful

Virtual 
or live 

presenting

Effortless 
& frictionless 
to work with

DONNA’S CLIENTS INCLUDE



Email: d@donnamcgeorge.com 

Phone: +61 403 308 933

donnamcgeorge.com
linkedin.com/in/donnamcgeorge

Productivity and Effectiveness doesn’t 
have to be tedious or lacking in fun – 
let’s make a game of it!

Donna delivers practical and well researched 
strategies with passion, conviction and humour.

Donna’s current keynote and workshop themes:

  Incredible Ways of Working 
Practical Strategies for a Fulfilling Work Life. 
Revolutionise your approach to work with 
practical, actionable insights that will empower 
you to thrive in today’s fast-paced world.

  High Performance Workdays 
Get a ridiculous amount done in your day 
without having to work long, tedious hours.  
In this keynote Donna shares why we should 
be paying more attention the clock in our body 
rather than the one on the wall.

  Being Human in an AI World 
Delve into the opportunities AI presents, 
alongside the essential human skills that 
continue to drive success in the business world.

Want something different or specific?
Donna is happy to develop something special for your 
audience. Reach out to set up a time to discuss your needs.

Check out Donna’s range 
of best selling books.

Book Donna for your 
next conference or 
team day.

DONNA IN THE MEDIA

See them all
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